
 
 

MONO GETS FIRST STAR IN 2022 MICHELIN GUIDE HONG KONG MACAU 
Ricardo Chaneton is first Venezuelan chef-owner to receive such honour 

 
Hong Kong SAR, 19 January 2022 – MONO, Asia’s window into refined South American gastronomic culture, 
has been awarded its first star in the 2022 Michelin Guide Hong Kong Macau. The significance of this 
achievement is two-fold – it recognizes the team’s endeavours to introduce the region’s rich culinary heritage 
to Hong Kong diners while also making Ricardo Chaneton the first Venezuelan chef-owner to earn this 
distinction. 
 
“This is an amazing honour I share with our staff, suppliers, producers and guests. I am grateful to my business 
partner, Yenn Wong and the JIA Group for their endless support. As the first Venezuelan chef, I’m deeply 
humbled and hope this shines a light on other South American chefs  and our culinary traditions,” Ricardo said.  
 
Since its opening in December 2019, MONO has relentlessly sought to distil South America’s complex culinary 
culture and ambition by way of Ricardo’s mastery of French fine dining. The restaurant’s commitment to 
honouring the region extends to intricacies including plateware inspired by South American pottery celebrating 
the continent’s coastline and mountains. MONO’s mission was not just limited to the echelons of fine dining 
and in response to intermittent government restrictions, the team launched a different interpretation of South 
American cuisine, STEREO BY MONO – a home dining experience that leans on the region’s signature warmth 
to offer honest, soulful cooking braced with premium produce.  
 
Looking ahead, MONO remains even more committed to driving education in the dining room, taking guests on 
a journey of discovery about Latin America’s gastronomic culture. To celebrate its first star, MONO will be 
offering a limited-time Michelin degustation menu encompassing the restaurant’s greatest hits from 24 January 
until 5 February, 2022. 
 
MONO is open from Tuesday to Saturday, lunch from 12pm to 2.30pm and dinner from 6pm to 10pm. 
Reservations can be made here or via email at reservations@mono.hk. 
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